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Learning real weights for a McCulloch-Pitts neuron is equivalent to linear programming
and can hence be done in polynomial time. Ellicient local learning algorithms such as
Perceptron Learning further guarantee convergence in finite time. The problem becomes
considerably harder, however, when it is sought to learn binary weights; this is equivalent to
integer programming which is known to be NP-complete. A family of probabilistic algorithms
which learn binary weights for a McCulloch-Pitts neuron with inputs constrained to be
binary is proposed here, the target functions being majority functions of a set literals. These
algorithms have low computational demands and are essentially local in character. Rapid
(average-case) quadratic rates of convergence for the algorithm are predicted analytically and
confirmed through computer simulations when the number of examples is within capacity. It
is also shown that, for the functions under consideration, Preceptron Learning converges
rapidly (but to an, in general, non-binary
solution weight vector). 0 1993 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider learning in the context of linearly separable functions. Given an
arbitrary linearly separable dichotomy of a finite set of patterns, the perceptron
training algorithm [l] guarantees convergence in finite time of an iteratively
updated sequence of weight vectors to a real solution vector which separates the
dichotomy. The problem becomes considerably harder, however, when we are
required to learn binary weight for a linearly separable problem. The problem of
learning real weights for a McCulloch-Pitts neuron is equivalent to linear programming, for which there exist polynomial time algorithms. (The preceptron learning
rule is an on-line procedure which, as we will see in the sequel, can converge
extremely rapidly under moderate conditions. Similar conclusions are also reported
by Baum [2] under slightly different hypotheses.) Learning binary weights for a
* Presented in part at the “Workshop on Neural Networks for Computing, Snowbird, Utah, April
1989,” and the “IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, San Diego, California, January
1990.”
‘This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Research Grant
EET-8709198 and by the Air Force Ollice of Scientific Research under Research Grant AFOSR-89-0523.
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McCulloch-Pitts
neuron is, however, equivalent to integer programming, which is
known to be NP-complete [3].
Notwithstanding
the apparent difficulty of the learning problem in this case,
the potentially lower cost and simplicity of neural networks comprised of binary
interconnections as opposed to real weights makes such circuits rather appealing
practically. Recent theoretical results also bolster the usage of such circuits: the
computational capacity of a neuron with binary weights remains comparable to
that of a neuron with real weights [4. 51. The development of efficient heuristics for
learning binary weights (paralleling the development of such algorithms as backpropagation for neural circuits with real interconnections) is, hence, critical if the
cost advantages promised by binary circuits are to realised.
We present here a new family of probabilistic algorithms which learn binary
weights for a neuron in an on-line setting. The target functions here are weighted
linear threshold functions with weights from { - 1, l> which are defined on a
domain of binary n-tuples, { - 1, 1)“. In particular, the target functions are majority
functions of a set literals, that is, majority functions that may have any of their
inputs complemented. Given a partial Boolean function defined on a subset of m
points (patterns) from this class, or alternatively, given a dichotomy of m points in
{ - 1, l}” with can be linearly separated with weights from { - 1, l}, the randomised algorithm described here iteratively adjusts the weights until a solution
(binary) weight vector which separates the dichotomy is found. The principal
advantage the proposed algorithm has over perceptron learning is that, not only is
the solution vector generated by the procedure binary, but the weights remain confined to the domain { - 1, 1) throughout the entire learning process. The algorithm,
as we will see, converges rapidly to a solution when the number of patterns to be
dichotomised is within the computational capacity of the neuron. An interesting
feature of the algorithm is that it is local, which makes it appealing from an
implementation perspective.
In the next section we set up the learning protocol and describe the algorithm.
We derive some preliminary results on the expected time of first passage of random
walks to given boundaries in Section 3. In Section 4 we analyse the algorithm and
show quadratic initial rates of convergence when the number of training examples
is within the computational capacity of the threshold element. The analysis here is
for the average case.’ We also compare the results obtained with the rate of
convergence of the perceptron training algorithm: we show that the perceptron
algorithm converges in the worst case with a mistake bound O(n’) to a real
solution vector under the constraint that there exists a binary solution vector within
the solution space. We also present an average case analysis of a modification of the
perceptron learning algorithm, in the spirit of the proposed directed drift algorithm,

’ Directed
probability
probability

drift is a randomised
algorithm,
and arbitrarily
bad worst-case
result are possible.
The
of such occurences
is small, however,
and is governed
by the extreme tails of the underlying
distribution.
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wherein a single weight component is updated at a time. In Section 5 we present
simulations and discussions of the algorithm.
Notation. We will use the symbol B to denote the set { - 1, 11. If x = (x,, .... x,)
and y= (yl, .... y,) are points in real Euclidean n-space, we denote by (x, y) the
inner product c,“=, xj yj. Following J. Riordan we use the word epoch to denote
points on the time axis. A physical weight update may take some time, but we will
assume updates are timeless and occur at epochs.2 We define the function
sgn : R -+ B by sgn x = x//xl if x # 0 and sgn 0 = 0. All logarithms in the exposition
are to base e. Finally, if (x,,} and {y,} are positive sequences, we denote:
x, = 0( y,) if there is a positive constant K such that x,/y, < K for all n; x, my, if
x,/y, -+ 1 as n -+ 00.
2. LEARNING
2.1. The setting
We are given a set of patterns, 4? c Iw”, and a function f: % + IB which is linearly
separable: specifically, there exists a solution weight vector, WOEIw”, such that
4W

u)l =fW

(1)

for every choice of pattern u E %. We call the function f the target function (also
known as the target concept in the literature on learning theory). The target
functions are, hence, partial Boolean functions corresponding to majority functions
of a set of literals. Clearly, f realises a dichotomy of %. Without loss of generality
we assume that f(u) = 1 for every patttern u E %.3
An algorithm for learning from examples is a procedure where learning takes
place in a sequence of trials. The protocol is as follows:
1. At epoch t the system is characterised by a weight vector, w[t], and
receives an example pattern, u[t], drawn from @‘.
2. The system produces a response, - 1 or 1, according to the sign of

(wILtI, et1 >.
3. A new weight vector, w[t + 11, is generated based on the current response,
weight vector, w[t], and example, u[t].
The procedure is carried out iteratively and is terminated if a solution weight vector
is obtained. We call the sequence of examples, {u [ t] } ,“=1, the training sequence,
and the sequence of weight vectors, { w[t] } ,“=1, the learning sequence. If the proce2 In his text,

W. Feller

credits

J. Riordan

with

initiating

the usage of the word

epoch

in such situations

17, p. 731.
3 Iff(u)
f(u)=
-1
separating
hyperplane

= - 1 then f( -u) = 1 as can be easily seen form (1). Replacing
each pattern
in 4 for which
by --u we obtain a corresponding
set of patterns
4; if ws is any solution
weight vector
the dichotomy
of Q specified
by S then all patterns
4 lie on the same (positive)
side of the
corresponding
to wS, and conversely.
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dure terminates in a finite time, we say that the learning algorithm has learnt the
functionf: We will be interested in the mistake boun&the number of classification
mistakes the learning algorithm makes on the set of examples before it learns the
given function. For our purposes, the mistake bound is equal to the number of
updates of the weight vector before the function is learnt. We denote the mistake
bound by T.
In the sequel, we will further restrict the set of patterns, %, to be drawn from the
vertices of the n-cube, B”, and require that there is a binary solution weight vector,
ws E B”, for f: A fourth restriction that we will require of any binary learning
algorithm is:
4. The initial choice of weight vector, w[ 11, is arbitrary, subject only to its
being chosen from IV, and the learning algorithm generates binary weight vectors,
w[t] E B”, at each epoch of the learning process.
We will, thus, be constrained to looking at algorithms which make only bit changes
in the weight vector at each epoch. Specifically, the weights are confined to the
domain { - 1, 1 } throughout the learning process. This situation may be compared
to perceptron learning, where the weights typically grow in magnitude during the
learning process.
2.2. Directed Drif

Algorithms

We present here a family of probabilistic algorithms for binary learning. We call
these algorithms directed drift algorithms because, as we shall see, they share some
similarities with asymmetric random walks with a preferred direction toward a
solution.
Let % be any subset of patterns from IEB”,and let {u[t] } be any training sequence
such that each of the patterns in %! appears infinitely often.4 Let {w[t]} denote a
binary learning sequence. For each epoch, t, we denote by J[t] the subset of indices
for which the corresponding components of w[t] and u[t] are opposite in sign:
J[t]

= {j: wi[t]

#qt]}.

Single bit updates. We begin with the simplest version of the algorithm where
no more than a single component of the weight vector is updated per epoch.
BASE: w[ 1 ] E B” is chosen arbitrarily.
ITERATION: The algorithm’s response is predicated

upon whether a correct or
incorrect response is obtained at the current epoch, t.
If (w[t], u[t]> >O, then the weight vector is left unchanged:
w[t + l] = w[t].
l

4 Note that +I c B” is a finite set of patterns. If Q = {II’, . ... u”} is an m-set of patterns, then we can,
for instance, obtain valid training sequences by cycling through the patterns or choosing a pattern
randomly at each epoch.
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If (w[t], u[t]) ~$0, the an index j[t] is picked at random from the set
of indices, J[t], of mismatched components. The new weight vector is
now formed according to the following rule:

w,[t + 11=

wj Ctl
{ --wjCfl

if j#j[t]
if j=j[t].

(2)

The intuition behind the algorithm is as follows. If a binary solution vector,
ws E B”, exists, then necessarily we must have (w’, II ) = c,“= i wju, > 0 for each
pattern u E 42. As there is a contribution of + 1 to the sum if two corresponding
components of ws and II have the same sign, and - 1 if the signs are mismatched,
it follows that the binary solution vector has more component sign matches than
mismatches with each pattern in 42.
Now the algorithm updates the current estimate of the weight vector if and only
if the current pattern from the training sequence is misclassified. A weight vector
update results in a randomly chosen mismatched component of the weight vector
being flipped to the sign of the corresponding pattern component. Since there is a
probability better than a half that a randomly specified component of any pattern
has the same sign as the corresponding component of the binary solution vector,
it follows that at each epoch the a priori probability that the weight vector update
is in the direction of the binary solution vector is better than a half. We will explore
this more formally in the sequel.
Several bit updates. The algorithm can be simply extended to accommodate
more than a single bit update per epoch. Let {N,} be a sequence of integers with
0 =GN, 6 n/2.
BASE: w[ 1 ] E iEB”is chosen arbitrarily.
ITERATION: As before, updates are made only if the current pattern

from the
training sequence is misclassified.
If (w[t], u[t] ) > 0, then the weight vector is left unchanged:
w[t + l] = w[t].
. If (w[t],u[t])<O,
then N, indices j,[t], .... j,,[t]
are picked at
random from the set of indices, J[t], of mismatched componets. The new
weight vector is now formed according to the following rule:
l

wi[t+l]=

wjCtl
-wjCtl
i

if j# {j,Ctl, -., j.dtl>
if jc {j,Ctl, .... j,,lItl>.

The sequence {N,) specifies the number of bits to be changed at each update
epoch, and the proper choice of this sequence is clearly critical to the functioning
of the algorithm. This is analogous to choosing an appropriate cooling schedule for
simulated annealing [6].
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2.3. Perceptron Training Algorithm

A geometrical appreciation of the directed drift algorithm can be obtained from
a consideration of the classical perceptron training algorithm. Let {u[t] } be a
training sequence of patterns, and let { w[t] } denote a learning sequence of real
weight vectors.
Fixed increment Perceptron training. This is the simplest form of perceptron
learning. Let /I > 0 be fixed.
BASE: The initial choice of weight vector is arbitrary.

w[l]

For simplicity we take

=o.

ITERATION: As before, weight vector updates are made only if a pattern is
misclassified.
If (w[t], u[t] ) > 0, then the weight vector is left unchanged:
w[t + l] = w[t].
If (w[t], u[t]) 60, then set w[t+ l] =w[t] +@[t].
l

l

The perceptron training algorithm is known to converge to a real solution vector
(if it exists) in finite time [l]. Geometrically speaking, the situation is as depicted
in Fig. la. When a pattern from the training sequence is misclassified by the current
estimate of the weight vector, the weight vector update is in the direction of the
misclassified pattern. This idea of updating in the direction of the misclassified
pattern is extended in the directed drift algorithms. The situation is as depicted
schematically in Fig. lb. The updates, being constrained to be binary, are not
directly in the direction of the misclassified pattern; nevertheless, the update lies in
the positive half space corresponding to the binary pattern vector so that the
updated weight vector is more apt to classify the pattern correctly.

FIG. 1~ (a) 4 shematic depiction of the incremental change in the current weight vector, w[I], made
by the perceptron training rule. The change is in the direction of the misclassified pattern, u[t], and the
resultant weight vector, w[r+ 11, is more apt to classify the pattern correctly. (b) The corresponding
scenario for directed drift. Here the algorithm is constrained to make only single bit changes in the
current (binary) weight vector. Bit changes in the positive hemisphere (in the direction of the
misclassified pattern) improve the possibility of correct classification.
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Single component perceptron training. The basic randomisation idea behind
single bit update directed drift is easily extended to single component perceptron
learning, where a single component of the weight vector is modified at each update
epoch (as opposed to traditional perceptron learning where all components are
modified at each update epoch).
For each epoch, t, let Z[t] denote the subset of indices for which the corresponding components of w[t] and u[t] are opposite in sign:
Z(t)= {i: u,[t] Zsgn wi[t]}.
BASE: For simplicity, take w [ 1 ] = 0.
ITERATION: The algorithm’s response is predicated,

as usual, upon whether a
correct or incorrect reponse is obtained at the current epoch, t.
If (w[t], u[t] ) > 0, then the weight vector is left unchanged:
w[t + I] = w[t].
If (w[t], u[t] ) < 0, then an index i[t] is picked at random from the set
of indices, Z[t], of mismatched components. The new weight vector is
now formed according to the following rule:
l

l

wi[t+

l] =

1wiCtl+“iCtl
w,Ctl

if
if

i#i[t]
i= [t].

(3)

In this variation, a single bit is added (subtracted) from a randomly chosen component at each update epoch. Note that if a weighting factor fi is not introduced,
this constrains weights to { - 1, 0, 1 }. The mistake bound hence coincides with the
number of component updates, as in single bit update directed drift. For fixed
increment perceptron learning, of course, the number of component updates is n
times the mistake bound.

3. RANDOM WALKS
An estimate of the rates of convergence of the randomised algorithms described
above may be obtained by appealing to notions from random walks and the
geometric theory of pahts.
Let {Xi} be a sequence of Bernoulli trials with success probability
p, = l/2 + /I,,, 0 < a,,6 l/2, depending on a parameter n:
1
T=

{

-1

with probability
with probability

pn = l/2 + /I,,
q, = l/2 -/I,.

Let Sk = c/“=, Xj denote a random walk with positive drift, ESk = 2&I,. We are
interested in estimating the expected time of first passage of the random walk to
some specified boundary, B(n, k).
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3.1. Fixed Boundary
Let us first consider the case of a fixed (one-sided) boundary at n. Define
T,(n)=inf(k:

Ska:}.

For this case, the theory of generating functions can be readily invoked to estimate
the expected time of first passage to the boundary (cf. Feller [7, Chap. III]).
A direct estimate using Wald’s equation is also possible.) We have the following
estimate:
PROPOSITION

3.1. ET,(n) = n/2/?, for every n.

Proof. Let a,(k) denote the probability that the random walk makes a first
passage I units to the right of the starting point in k steps. We then have
ETl(n) = Xzo ka,(k).
As a first passage through n must necessarily involve a prior first passage through
n - 1, we immediately have the convolutional relation
k-l
a,(k)=

c

(4)

a,-l(j)al(k-j).

j=l

Let A,(s) denote the generating function for the probability
A,(s) = f

distribution

a,(k); i.e.,

a,(k)sk.

k=O

From Eq. (4) we hence have

&(s) = An- l(S)A,(s)= CAl(J)

(5)

with the latter equality following by induction.
To evaluate A,(s) we need to evaluate the probabilities, a,(k), of a first transition
one unit to the right in k steps. We note that
a,(O)=0

(6)

a,(1 1=P”.

(7)

Now, a first transition one unit to the right in k B 2 steps must necessarily involve
an initial step to the left, followed by a first transition one unit to the right (back
to the origin), and a final first transition one more unit to the right. Hence
k-2
al(k)=q,

1
j=l

alWal(k-i-

11,

k = 2, 3, ....

(8)
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Using Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) we now have
A,(s)=

f

a,(k)sk

k=O

=pns+ 5 “,(k)Sk
k=2

=PnS+qn

a

k-2

c
k=2

c
j=l

~,(.da,(k-j-l)sk

=PnS+ wCA,(s)Y.
Solving for A,(s) we finally obtain’

Substituting in (5) we obtain
A,(s) = f

1-J-m

CC,(~)sk =

n

1

2qns

k=O

.

We can now directly compute the expected time of first pasage n units to the right
by
ET,(n)=A;(l)=-r-

Pn - 9”’

The substitution p, - qn = 2pn completes the proof.

1

3.2. Receding Boundary

We now consider the case of a receding (two-sided) boundary at +/&.
T2(Jkn)

Define

= inf{k: (&Sk1
>&I.

It is difficult to get explicit closed-form expressions when the boundary is not fixed,
and we will be satisfied with an asumptotic estimate for ET,(&)
as n + 03. Our
development follows Siegmund [8, Chap. IX], where a general analysis is presented
in the context of nonlinear renewal theory.
Now T2(,/&)
(if finite) is the first integer k for which the random variable S:/k
exceeds n. Now, simple algebraic manipulations yield
+;

(Sk - 2kb,J2.
4

5 We discard

the positive

root

as it grows

without

bound

as s + 0, and we require

A,(O)

= 0.
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By the strong law of large numbers we have

Ak

with probability

k-)4B2,

(9)

Bk -0

with probability

k

Further, as an easy consequence of Kolmogorov’s
1
max B,+O
z l<i<k
PROPOSITION

(a)
(b)

3.2.

one
one.

inequality,

we have

(10)

in probability.

The following assertions hold:

P{T,(&)

< m} = 1 for all n;
-+ 1 in probability
TAJkn)ln/4B:

as n + CO.

ProoJ The observation (9) yields Silk2 + 48: with probability one, so that part
(a) of the proposition follows.
Now let K, = n/4flf. Fix 0 < E < 1 and set Kk = K,( 1 + E). Form (9) and (10) we
have
1

SZ

kl<jak

j

- max -4-+4p;

in probability.

Hence, as n -+ co, we have
P

s?

max -+<n

T,(.&)>+2(l+~)

I<j<KL

”

A similar argument shows that P { T,(Jkn)
PROPOSITION

Proof

3.3. ET,(&)

J

< (n/4Pi)( 1 - E)} + 0.

w n/4Bz as n -+ co.

Let K,, = n/4flf, as before. For k 2 2K,, we have
P{T,(Jkn)>k}<P

1

$-cn

I

6P{A,<n}

2 (X,-2/+-k&+-&
j=

<p

i
{ j=l

n>

1

(X,-28,)<-?

.
1

1
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The bound above is just the probability of an event in the left tail of the binomial
distribution. An application of Chernoffs bound [9] yields
P{T,(JG)>k}

<ee-kC”,

where

We now claim that

If /3, is bounded away from zero this is clear: C, > D > 0 for some absolute positive
constant D and the sum in (11) is just a sum over the exponential tail (note that
K, -+ 03 as n + cc). Now consider the case where /3, + 0. Using the Taylor series
approximation
log( 1 + x) = X - x2/2 + 0(x3)

(1x1 + Oh

it is easy to see that

It is now readily verified that the first term in the series in (11) decreases exponentially fast with n. This completes the proof of the claim.
The elementary observation E( T,(,/&) 1T,(&)
> 4K,,) > 4K, together with
the clain now yields
E(TQ%;

T,(&)

> 4KJ < 2E( T&,‘@
< 2E( T,(&)

<2

c

- 2K,,; T&h)

> 4KJ

- 2K,; T,(Jkn)

> 2KJ

P{T*(JL)>k}+O

(n+ co).

k>2K,,

Hence, the random variables (n/4pf)-’ T,(a) n , n 2 1, are uniformly integrable. In
addition, by Proposition 3.2(b), (n/4fii)-’ T,(Jkn) --) 1 in probability. The result
follows. i
4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Directed Drift
We consider single bit updates for simplicity. Assume that we have a finite set of
patterns, @ = {u’, ..,, u”} c B”, chosen independently with pattern components
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drawn from a sequence of symmetric Bernoulli trials. Let {u[ t] } be a training
sequence, and { w[t] } the learning sequence specified by the rule (2). Let { tk}
denote the subsequence of epochs at which patterns from the training sequence are
misclassified; i.e.,
k = 1, 2, ....

(wCtJ7 e-h1 > G 03

We can write the weight vector updates of Eq. (2) in the form

WCtk+ll=wCtJ +vCt!fl,
where v[tk]

is a vector whose components satisfy

if j#j[t,]

0

ujCrkl= -~Wjhl
{

if j=j[tk].

(12)

Assume that there is a binary solution vector, wSE IF’. Consider the estimate errors

4c+1il lIac+ll-WSI12

= llwC~kl+vCt!J- wSl12
= IlwChcl
--712+ IlvcbJl12+2<wC4cl
-ws, vCbJ>
=c$+4+2(w[tJ,

v[tJ)-2(WS,

V[fk]>.

Using (2) and (12) we hence obtain
8k+l=~k-4w~~~~,U,~r~,~fk~~
Define the _+1 random variables
xi=

Ctil,

wJ[t,]“j[tl]

By induction we obtain
8k+l=&l-d

i

xi.

i=l

Upper bounding r& by 44 and setting Sk = Cf= 1 Xi we finally obtain

The procedure terminates at the value of k for which the random sum Sk first
exceeds n. The mistake bound, T, hence satisfies S,3 n, and Sk < n, for
k = 1, .... T- 1. The mistake bound is infinite if there exists no such value of k, or
if there exists no binary solution vector for the choice of patterns, @.
The above is reminiscent of a random walk with a fixed boundary at n. In fact,
if the m-set of pattern @ is chosen independently, then the random variables X,
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corresponding to different patterns must be independent.6 Let us assume that the
training sequence is obtained by cycling through the patterns, For a random initial
choice of weight vector a substantial number of patterns will be misclassified, so
that a pattern will recur in the update sequence only after O(m) epochs. Through
the inital progress of the algorithm, hence, the random sum Sk = Cfi= 1 Xi is a sum
of independent, identically distributed, f 1 random variables with
xi=

1
{ -1

with probability
with probability

pn = 4 + /I,
qn = i - /I,

for some /I, E (O,;]. The specific value of the probability p,-the relative frequency
of the number of component matches between a binary solution vector and a
pattern-depends
on the size, m, of the set of patterns, a. We clearly have
n/2 + 1 1 1
=j+-$
P,3----n

so that /I,, 2 l/n.
The above argument indicates that the expected time of first passage to n of a
one-dimensional random walk, S,, with positive drift, 2@,, may be used as an
estimate of the expected mistake bound for single bit update directed drift.
Substituting /3,> l/n in Proposition 3.1 we then obtain the estimate 0(n*) for the
expected mistake bound when the number of patterns is within capacity.
4.2. Perceptron Training

It is instructive to compare the above convergence rates with rates that obtain for
perceptron training. The classical proofs of the perceptron training procedure only
guarantee that the procedure converges in finite time if a solution exists: convergence time, however, is strongly dependent on the distribution of (real) patterns,
and in the worst case can be exponential in the number of bits needed to specify
the pattern distribution. When constraints are placed on the allowable choices of
patterns, however, convergence can be much more rapid. To compare mistake
bounds with directed drift, let us consider perceptron training when the patterns are
binary and under the condition that there exists a binary solution vector. (Note,
however, that we only require that the perceptron training algorithm return a real
solution vector.) We show first that the fixed increment perceptron training algorithm converges in the worst case with a mistake bound which increases no faster
than quadratically in n; alternatively, the total number of component updates
before convergence is O(n3). We follow this with an average case analysis, similar
6 To facilitate ease of analysis for the nonce we assume that the number of patterns
is within the computational
capacity
of a linear threshold
element with binary weights. (The capacity
is quite large-linear
in n-and
capacities
of the order of n/log n can be easily achieved
for rather simple algorithms
[4,5].)
For a random
choice of patterns
we are then assured with arbitrarily
high probability
asymptotically
that there exists a binary solution
vector.
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in flavour to the analysis for directed drift, for randomised, single component
update perceptron training, which yields similar results.
Let !4! = {ul, .... u”} c B” be a finite set of patterns, {u[ t] } the training sequence,
and (w [t] } the learnig sequence. As before, let { tk} denote the subsequence of
epochs at which patterns from the training sequence are misclassified.
Fixed increment training. The weight vector updates result in

et,+ 11= wCt/cl+ m-t!fl?

k = 1, 2, ....

Assume that there is a binary solution vector, wSE B”. For a choice of parameter
c > 0 to be specified shortly, consider now the estimate errors
9 /c+14 IlwCt/c+Il--cwSl12

= llw[tkl+ PuIIbcl- cwSl12
= 6f + B211uCtJ
II2+ V<wCtJ - cws,uCtkl>.
Since wS is a binary solution vector we must have that (w’, u[t] ) 2 1 for each
pattern in the training sequence. Furthermore, I\u[t] II2 = n for each pattern in the
training sequence, and as w[tk] misclassifies pattern u[tk] by definition, we also
have (w[tk], u[tk]) 60. Hence

With the assumption that w[l]=O
we have ~I=~~w[1]-cw”~~2=c2n.
induction on the above inequality we then obtain
O<&+,

By

d c2n - b(2c - fin) k.

The procedure terminates with a mistake bound
2

T6p(2,Cnfin)’
Choosing c = /&I minimises this upper bound for the mistake bound. With this
choice of c we obtain that the mistake bound for the lixed increment perceptron
training rule is T< n2 under the constraints of a binary pattern space and with the
requirement that there exist a binary solution vector. Note that this bound is
independent of the number of binary patterns and their distribution. The sole
requirement for this estimate of convergence time for the perceptron training rule
to hold is that there exist a vertex of the n-cube (a binary solution vector) within
the convex polyhedral cone defined by the space of real solution vectors. While the
mistake bound gives the number of weight updates before convergence, it must also
be noted that in the perceptron training rule each update is a synchronous update
in which each of the n components of the weight vector is modified (as opposed to
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the single bit modifications in the simpler version of the directed drift algorithm)
and each component modification requires the addition of a real scalar. Thus, in the
worst case, the procedure terminates after no more than n3 component updates.
Single components updates.

The weight vector updates of Eq. (3) can be written

in the form

WChc+,l=wCtirl +xCtkl,
where x[tk]

denotes the vector with components

x, CtJ =

0

1

uiCtkl

if
if

i#i[t,]
i= i[tk].

Let wSE B” be a binary solution vector. We have the following
length-square of the weight vector estimates:

bounds on the

llwCtk+1lll*=llwC~kl+xCtklI12
= =e + IlxC~klll*
+ 2WiCr,,
CtJ k[Ik] Ctkl

dp:+, 4

&Y:+1.
We hence have Yi+ r 6 k as a consequence of the choice w, = 0. Also, as a
consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

&?,I~

I(WCtk+ll, wS>12
=; 1 I(w[tJ, ws>+ (wS,xC4cl)12
lIWSl12

zz; I,;, <ws,XL-thl)I2 =h I& W::[l/J%l C~hl/*.
Define the f 1 random variables
jy h =w”‘

rCm]~‘CoJ

CtA

and let Sk = xi= r X,,. We then have

-

The algorithm terminates at the first instant k for which (Sk1exceeds ,/kn. Arguing
as for directed drift, we use as an estimate for the expected mistake bound the
expected time of first passage of a random walk with positive drift 2kfi, 3 2k/n to
the two-sided boundary at +/%:
Proposition 3.3 then yields the asymptotic
estimate O(n3) for the expected mistake bound as n + 00.
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5. SIMULATIONS

Computer simulations indicate that the rapid convergence times predicted by
analysis hold when the number of patterns to be loaded lies within the capacity.
Mistake bounds are plotted as a function of n in Fig. 2. In each plot mistake
bounds for each choice of m and n were averaged over 1000 runs of the single bit
update directed drift algorithm. In each run of the algorithm an indpendent set of
patterns was drawn from a standard pseudo-random binomial number generator.
(To ensure the existence of a binary solution weight vector, a binary n-tuple was
selected at random as the solution vector, and those patterns lying in the negative
half space of the solution vector were reflected.) A random initial binary weight vector was selected as the initial estimate of the weight vector presented to the single
bit update directed drift algorithm with the training sequence obtained by cyclically
presenting the patterns. At convergence the number of adaptations of the weight
vector were stored as the estimate of the mistake bound. The expected mistake
bound for the choice of m and n was estimated by averaging the number of adaptations before convergence over 1000 independent runs (each on an independently
chosen data set).
In Figs. 2a and b the number of patterns, m, was fixed within capacity (at
m = nJ4 and m = n/2, respectively) and very rapid convergence times are seen.
Expected mistake bounds increase significantly around capacity as illustrated in
Fig. 2c with m = n. Mistake bounds finally saturate above capacity at around 2n
(plotted in Fig. 2d). When the number of patterns is well above capacity it is not
clear whether the algorithm still converges polynomially fast, and this is under
investigation. Convergence is still, however, several orders of magnitude faster than
an exhaustive search through the vertices of the n-cube. (For instance, when n = 20
and m = 40, exhaustive search requires of the order of lo6 steps while directed drift
converges in about lo4 steps.) Early results indicate that order of magnitude
improvements in mistake bound may be obtained by updating several bits at a time
with an appropriate choice of cooling schedule in the algorithm. We do not have
good heuristics at this time, however, for choice of good cooling schedules. Batch
learning versions also result in enormous improvements in running time (Fang and
Venkatesh [lo]).
Figures 3 and 4 show a plot of the expected mistake bound, T, for single bit
update directed drift as the number of patterns, m, increases for a fixed value of n.
We observe that the expected mistake bound saturates to a fixed value depending
on II when the number of patterns exceeds approximately 3n in the range of IZ we
considered in our simulations. Note also the rather abrupt threshold behaviour
when the number of patterns exceeds the capacity (n). We conjecture that there is
a threshold function for the expected mistake bound around the capacity.
The saturation of the mistake bound when the number of patterns exceeds
capacity is caused essentially by the shrinkage in the solution space-when the
number of patterns exceeds roughly 3n, then the binary solution vector, if one
exists, is essentialy unique. We illustrate this in Fig. 4: for a fixed value of n we plot
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FIG. 2. Plots of the expected mistake bound (averaged over 1000 trials) of the directed drift
algorithm as a function of n for four cases with the number of patterns, m, chosen equal to n/4, n/2, n,
and 2n. The first two cases are within capacity, and the curves reflect best tit quadratics. For m = n and
m = 2n the number of patterns exceed capacity, and the curves fitted are polynomials of degree 4 and
5, respectively. The best tit exponential curve, 2”, above capacity has an exponent of roughly 0.75n in
the range considered.

simultaneously the expected mistake bound and the relative frequency with which
the algorithm terminates in an initially chosen binary solution vector. The saturation in mistake bound around 3n is again evident, as well as the threshold
behaviour around capacity. Note that the probability that there are multiple solution vectors in the dual of the mistake bound curve: while for a small number of
patterns there exist many binary solution vectors, a precipitous drop in the
probability of multiple solutions is evidenced around the capacity and, finally,
around the 3n there exists only one solution vector with high probability.
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FIG. 3. The expected mistake bound (averaged over 1000 independent trials) of directed drift is
plotted against the number of patterns for n = 20. A threshold phenomenon is observed around capacity
when the mistake bound rises abruptly. The mistake bound saturates to a fixed value when the number
of patterns exceeds approximately 3n.

n= 10
QT

0

10

Number

20

+
30

of Patterns, m

FIG. 4. The expected mistake bound and the probability that directed drift terminates in a different
solution vector than the one specified (at random) initially are plotted as a function of the number of
patterns for n = 10. (Results are averaged over 100 independent trials.) Note the same threshold
behaviour around capacity and the saturation pheneomenon for the mistake bound as observed in
Fig. 3. The probability that there is more than one binary solution is a dual of the curve for the mistake
bound: the probability of many binary solution vectors is high when the number of patterns is small and
plunges abruptly around capacity to essentially zero around 3n. The saturation of the mistake bound
around 3n patterns thus seems to be a consequence of the reduction in the binary solution space till
there is only a unique binary solution vector around 3n patterns. Specifying more examplar patterns then
does not yield any further information on the solution vector.
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Number

of Patterns, m

5. The expected mistake bound and the length of the solution vector (normahsed by
A= a)
at convergence is plotted against the number of patterns for n = 10 for fixed increment
perceptron training. (Results were averaged over a 100 independent trials.) The averaged mistake bound
saturates around 6n patterns, reflecting the larger capacity, while the normalised length of the solution
vector returned by the algorithm saturates at a value somewhat larger (about a factor of 2.5) than the
length of a binary solution vector.
FIG.

This observation has an important consequence from the point of view of
generalisation in learning. Any linearly separable Boolean function for which there
exists a binary solution vector can be learnt with no more than 3n examples (of the
total of 2” instances) of the functions drawn at random. (See Baum and Lyuu [ 111.)
In Fig. 5 we plot the average number of component updates before convergence
versus the number of patterns (with n = 10 fixed) for fixed increment perceptron
training. (The expected mistake bound is an order of magnitude smaller: the
average number of component updates is n times the mistake bound for fixed increment perceptron training. For single update directed drift, as noted before, the mistake bound coincides with the number of component updates.) The sharp threshold
behaviour seen in directed drift is not so much in evidence here. Saturation again
appears to be around twice the capacity (2n for real weights). Note that the average
mistake bound is an order of magnitude lower than the worst-case upper bound
O(n*). The derived worst-case bound may, hence, be too conservative. On the same
figure we also plot the normalised length, L/,./k, of the solution vector returned by
the algorithm. A similar saturation phenomenon is in evidence, with the length of
the solution vector saturating at a value somewhat larger than the length, A, of
the binary solution vector.
6. CONCLUSIONS
While the general problem of learning binary weights is NP-complete, the rapid
convergence of the directed drift algorithms indicates that the typical problem may
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well be tractable even if there exist, perhaps pathological, intractable bad instances.
The simplicity of these probabilistic (binary) learning algorithms allows of several
possible extensions to networks of neurons-in
particular, feedforward structures.
This is clearly of some theoretical and practical import and is under investigation
(Fang and Venkatesh [lo]).
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